
Guilford Energy Committee Meeting Notes 
Thursday, September 20, 7pm Guilford Town Office 

 
Energy Committee Members Present: Ann Zimmerman, Nancy Detra, Thayer Tomlinson  
 
Review Guilford Fair feedback to Household Heating Energy Use Survey: Nancy reported 
that we had about 20 surveys filled out at the Fair—Nancy, Gary and Ann spent a lot of time at 
the fair asking people to fill out surveys and providing information on the Energy Committee. 
Thayer took the completed surveys and will create a spreadsheet for responses. Per the 2010 
census there are about 900 households in town; we set a goal to get a 20% response rate so look 
to bring in approx. 180 completed surveys. To better publicize the survey, the EC members 
discussed some outreach opportunities: 

1. Leaving a printed stack at the Guilford Town Office and the Guilford Store. 
2. Asking the Guilford School if we can send a copy of the survey home in the student’s 

Thursday folders so all Guilford School families get a copy. 
3. Having a table at the Guilford Grange Thanksgiving dinner and asking attendees to fill 

out a survey. 
4. Creating an online version of the survey. Thayer offered to make a URL so respondents 

could fill the survey out online—we’ll ask the Town office to post this URL. 
5. Adding a story to the next Guilford Gazette with a short story on the survey and a URL 

link—Thayer will send the URL to Nancy by September 28th (the deadline for articles is 
Oct 1).  

6. Working with the Guilford School 4th grade teacher Cory Sorensen to see how we can get 
the 4th graders working with us (he is interested in an energy module for his students). 
Thayer reached out to Cory (9.25) and will meet with him soon. 
 

Based on feedback from respondents, Nancy and Ann suggested some question edits which 
Thayer will update.  
 
Workplan/to do items: Nancy suggested we consider participating in the Button UP program 
from Efficiency Vermont to collaborate with the Town and bring more information on efficient 
heating to residents. Ann noted there are some loan programs that would be good to highlight 
through partnering with Efficiency Vermont, VECAN, etc. The EC members suggested 
providing information this fall for residents (on heating efficiency and technologies) and then 
holding a larger focused event next spring/summer so we have time to plan and can use the 
results of the survey. This larger event would bring in VECAN, Efficiency Vermont, technology 
experts, home owners, etc.  
 
The EC also discussed holding a tour of Guilford residences and buildings to showcase what is 
possible—this could include seeing the school’s pellet boiler, touring Linda Hay’s home (she has 
done a lot of work and upgrades to her home). Based on these, the EC could create some basic 
lessons learned materials to highlight what is possible for Guilford.  
 
Next meeting scheduled for Thursday, November 8 at 7pm.  


